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The titles in this index are all of the English-language pop-up and movable books published between 1998 and 2007. This list supplements two previously printed volumes by Ann Montanaro: Pop-up and Movable Books: A Bibliography [Scarecrow, 1993] and Pop-up and Movable Books: A Bibliography, Supplement 1, 1991-1997. Also included in this Title Index are works published prior to 1998 which were inadvertently omitted from the print versions. Questions about entries, changes, corrections, and/or additions can be sent to: info@movablebooksociety.org.

X-men Pop-up. See: The All-new All-different X-men Pop-up.


Yoho Ahoy: Bilge’s Surprise. See: Bilge’s Surprise.


Young Naturalists’s Pop-up Handbook. See titles in the series.


Also issued as Happy Snappies, a slip cased set with Farmyard Fun, Jolly Jungle, and Pet Parade. ISBN: 1840111607 (set).


Description: 14 pages. 26 x 25 cm. Ziggy is white as snow and asks the other zoo animals if he can have their colors and markings. Five double-page pop-ups. ISBN: 1581171048. OCLC: 46255969.

Zini’s All-stars. See: David’s Dream Team.

Description: 12 pages. 32 x 20 cm. Shaped cover. Sturdy board pages. Zippy used a wishbone to change himself into other animals. One simple pop-up on the final spread. Private collection.

Description: 21 x 28 cm. Visit the tigers, see the polar bears, and feed the giraffes in this pop-up play scene and book. Includes 18 pop-up animal figures that bring the animals to life and a 32-page animal fact book, *Who’s Who in the Zoo?* The animals are in box attached to the inside front cover and visible through circular acetate window in cover. ISBN: 9780756625429. OCLC: 123902886.

Description: 12 pages. ISBN: 0-87449-888-0.
